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Abstract. In this paper we present a graph semantics of a variant of the well known
ambient calculus. The main change of our variant is to extract the mobility commands of
the original calculus from the ambient topology. Similar to a previous work of ours, we
prove that our encoding has good properties. We strongly believe that this variant would
allow us to integrate our graph semantics of our mobile calculus with previous work of us
in service oriented computing (SOC). Basically, our work on SOC develops a new graph
transformation system which we call temporal symbolic graphs. This new graph formalism
is used to give semantics to a design language for SOC developed in an European project,
but it could also be used in connection with other approaches for modeling or specifying
service systems.
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Introduction

Service Oriented Computing (SOC) is a software paradigm that uses services provided by external sites distributed over the Internet to deliver services to client applications. Service-oriented
programs can decide at run time which services to select after a process of discovery and ranking
that takes into account how they meet required behavioural requirements and service-level constraints. A possible state model for SOC can be considered at two levels of abstraction. At the
lowest level, state configurations are graphs of interconnected components; at the highest level,
business configurations are graphs of interconnected activities, where an activity is a graph of components. This definition at two levels of abstraction accounts for both state changes that result
from computations performed by components and configuration changes that result from dynamic
service discovery and binding. First partially in [2] and then completed in [3], we present a graph
transformation approach to formalize both kinds of changes in an uniform way. This approach is
used to give a semantics of the Sensoria Reference Modeling Language (SRML) [4], but it could
also be used in connection with other approaches for modeling or specifying service systems.
The running example of our two papers ([2] and [3]) is about a customer requesting a travel
booking service which also requests two more services for flight and hotel booking. If we want to
model a set of service companies providing and requiring services with the possibility to acquire one
company by another, or partition a company attaching its parts to different companies, we need for
example a topology with mobility similar to the ambient calculus which is a formalism developed
by Cardelli and Gordon [7]. The problem with this calculus is that it incorporates the orders to
perform the transformations of the ambient topology inside the ambient expressions in forms of
capability lists. In order to integrate our graph transformation approach for SOC with a graph
semantics of the ambient calculus we have to remove capability lists and develop parameterised
productions with labels and put them together in graph transformation units which are simpler
than in [1], but ours have also a parallel operator allowing parallel execution similar to the ambient
calculus. Then graph transformation units would be one additional possible transformation of an
ambient topology with service repositories and business configurations. We strongly prefer not to
have rule transformations inside our graph model of SOC and to have all rule transformations
external to the graph model using the well known concept of transformation units. It is out of
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the scope of the paper to give an integration of the whole picture and therefore we just present
a graph semantics of a variant of the ambient calculus. It is not appropriate to include the name
restriction operator because we can not use restricted names in graph transformation units because
they are out of the scope of restricted names. To solve this loss of expressivity, we add a set of
visibility names to ambients gaining in expressivity for our purposes. We belief that the restriction
operator is not expressive enough to model visibility of services in the internet. For example, with
our approach, we can model that an ambient n is visible only by a subambient of a brother of
n. We do not know how to model it with the restriction operator. Our interests is an application
of a variant of the ambient calculus for the design of a design language for SOC, which is not a
programming language. Therefore, we are not interested in Turing completeness. Instead, we are
interested in designing a calculus which can be integrated in our current graph transformation
system for SOC . We leave open the problem to find an extension of our calculus which is Turing
complete. To solve this problem, the new variant will probably not need visibility sets, which are
certainly needed for the expressivity of our design framework. One way to prove this completeness
result would be to adapt the work done by [20] which proves Turing completeness of a subfragment
of the original ambient calculus without the restriction operator. Therefore, the relevance of this
paper is not the encoding of our variant of the ambient calculus which the main ideas were
developed in [14] but the variant itself, together with the incorporation of parameterised rules
in graph transformation, to obtain soundness and completeness of the reduction processes. The
modifications that we propose are necessary to make an application to our previous work on SOC.
Although we appreciate all the work done on graphical encodings on the original ambient calculus,
we have not been able to apply it to our SOC framework. Nevertheless, we relate our work with
some work done on our area.
The representation of process calculi in terms of some form of graph transformation over different kinds of graphical structures has shown to be very successful for the study and analysis
of these calculi (see e.g., [11,12,13,9,8,10,14,17,16,15]). In the specific case of the Ambient calculus, Gadducci and Montanari [12], on one hand, and Ferrari, Montanari and Tuosto [13], on the
other, present a semantic definition of the Ambient calculus using graph transformation. In the
former case, the ambient expressions are encoded in terms of ranked term graphs with interfaces
and transformations are defined using the double-pushout (DPO) approach. In the latter case,
Ambient expressions are encoded as hypergraphs, defined in terms of syntactic judgments, and
transformations are defined as synchronized hyperedge replacements. Unfortunately, none of the
two approaches described above is fully adequate for our purposes. The problem with the approach
presented in [12] is the encoding of the Ambient expressions. In particular, in our view, ambient
expressions should describe transformations of the given ambient (hierarchical) structure where
the components are located. In this sense, we consider that the encoding of an Ambient expression
should embed faithfully the ambient structure underlying that expression, and the transformations
defined by the reduction of the expression should modify that structure accordingly. Unfortunately,
in [12] the encoding of Ambient expressions does not satisfy these aims. In the lines of this work,
there is a graphical implementation for finite processes of the original mobile ambient calculus in
[17]. Additionally, in [16] and [15] they develop label transition systems (LTS) also for the original
ambient calculus. In the case of the approach presented in [13] the situation is different. Ambient
expressions are encoded according to our aims. In this case, the problem is related with the kind of
transformations considered. In particular, we consider that synchronized hyperedge replacements
do not enjoy the simple algebraic formulation and properties of double pushouts. In particular, we
fear that using this kind of approach, our framework would be more involved. As a consequence,
in this paper we reuse the approach which is based on this paper [14]. In our formalism, ambient
expressions are encoded in terms of typed labeled graphs (with labels on the nodes) that, according
to our aims, embed the ambient structure underlying the expression. Then, transformations are
defined using the DPO approach. The original encoding is fully abstract and adequate and we use
the basic ideas of the paper to develop a fully abstract and adequate encoding of our new variant.
The encoded reduction relation in this paper is sound and complete.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we present the variant of our ambient
calculus and in section 3 we present typed label graph transformation systems. Then in section 4
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we present the graph semantics of the ambient topology and in section 5 the graph transformation
rule. Finally, in section 6 we give some examples and in section 7 we raise some conclusions and
future work.
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A Variant of the Ambient Calculus

The ambient calculus is a formalism developed by Cardelli and Gordon [7] for describing process
mobility. Intuitively, ambients are the locations where the processes or the computation live and
are hierarchically organized. The ambient topology can vary over time, having the possibility to
move an ambient inside another ambient, to move an ambient out of another ambient and to
dissolve or to open an ambient. These topological changes are performed by actions or capabilities
associated to a given ambient where the action has to express the ambient to move in, the ambient
to move out or the ambient to open. Additionally, in the calculus there exists a name restriction
operator to restrict the topological space in which an action or capability with the restricted name
can take place. The syntax of the calculus is the following:
P ::= P |Q | 0 | n[P ] | M.n[P ] | M.0 | νn.P
M ::= in n | out n | open n | M.M 0
In this definition n ranges over names, P and Q over processes and M over capability lists. An
example of an expression in the original calculus is the following:
n1[in n2.0] | n2[open n1.n3[0]]
The operational semantics of the calculus allows us to reduce the expression moving ambient
n1 inside n and then open n1. The final expression after this reduction process is n2[n3[0]] As we
mentioned in the introduction, in graph transformation systems we have transformation units [1]
which include a command language external to the graph which is going to be transformed by a
set of rules. In the variant of the ambient calculus which we propose, we incorporate the idea of
transformation units and we remove the capability lists associated to ambients. Therefore, we can
execute externally sequences of reduction rules with names and parameter names. For example,
the previous ambient expression of the original calculus is defined in our variant as follows:
n1[0] | n2[n3[0]]
And then we have the sequence of reduction rules open n1; in n1 n2.These sequences of rules
transform the ambient topology if all the rules can be applied correctly, and if any rule cannot
be applied, they do not transform the ambient topology. After applying this sequence of rules the
resulting ambient expression is n2[n3[0]].
Once we have migrated capability lists to transformation units, the restriction operator can not
be kept because restricted names can not be distinguished from normal names. Instead, we add a
set of visibility names. Thus, each ambient n can have a set of ambient names.This set of ambients
are the ambients which can access ambient n. Alternatively an ambient n can be public to all the
ambients. In this case we use the reserved name pub. Visibility restrictions can be considered. For
example, we could consider that an ambient n can have a set of names which must be embedded
in the same ambient and they must be at the same level of the ambient hierarchy as n.
Before comparing further our variant with the original calculus, we present the syntax of the
variant:
P ::= P |Q | 0 | n[V ; P ]
In this definition n ranges over names, P and Q over processes and V over ambient name sets.
Sets of names will be denoted as {n1 , . . . , nk } where each ni is a name. In the following, we will
use the operator ∪ for the usual union of sets, and we will also use − for the usual difference on
sets.
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In the original calculus, visibility of ambient names can be restricted to a subexpression, and
therefore a restricted ambient name is different from the same ambient name outside of the scope.
For example, in the following ambient expression:
νn2.(n1[in n2.0] | n2[open n1.n3[0]]) | n2[0]
n1 can move inside the first ambient n2 starting from the left, but it can not move inside the
second one n2[0] because it is a different name from the restricted one. This restriction operator
has some applications for security protocols with secret keys, but we do not how to apply it to
model visibility of service sites in SOC. As a first example, consider the following expression:
an1[0] | an2[an3[0]]
We do not know how to express in the original calculus that only an3 has access to an1. If we use
the restriction operator we have to include both. In our calculus we can easily express this with
the expression:
an1[{an3}; 0] |; an2[{pub}; an3[{pub}; 0]
This expression states that only an3 has access to an1 and an2 and an3 are public. In general, we
want to express that an ambient n has access to an arbitrary set of ambient nodes of the ambient
expression. To express this, the name n must be included in all the visibility sets of the ambients
to which it has access. As a final example, consider part of the ambient expression associated to
the ambient graph of Section 6:
an1[{pub}; an2[{an3, an4}; 0] | an3[{an4}; 0] | an4[{an3}; 0]
In this ambient expression an2 can access an1, an3 can access an2 and an4, and an4 can access
an2 and an3. Thus, in this variant, if ambients are considered as service sites, the service discovery
algorithm which given an ambient name n and an ambient expression returns all the service sites
to which n has access, can be performed easy by a traversal to the ambient nodes of the ambient
expression.
Now we define the structural congruence between expressions of our calculus:
(1) P ≡ P
(2) P ≡ Q ⇒ Q ≡ P
(3) P ≡ Q, Q ≡ R ⇒ P ≡ R
(4) P ≡ Q ⇒ P | R ≡ Q | R
(5) P ≡ Q ⇒ n[V ; P ] ≡ n[V ; Q]
(6) P |Q ≡ Q|P
(7)(P |Q)|R ≡ P |(Q|R)
((8) P |0 ≡ P
The operational semantics of our calculus consists first of the following five rules with names
and parameters:
(1)in n m n[V ; P ] | m[W ; Q] → m[W ; n[V ; P ] | Q]
(2)out n m[W ; n[V ; P ] | Q] → n[V ; P ] | m[W ; Q]
(3)open m n[V ; P | m[W ; Q]] → n[V ∪ W ; P | Q]
(4)addv m n n[V ; P ] → n[V ∪ {m}; P ]
(5)rmv m n n[V ; P ] → n[V − {m}; P ]
In these rules we have name parameters which can be used in the ambient expression. Therefore,
the ambient expression depends on the names previously defined. The first three rules, like the
original ambient calculus, are to move in an ambient n into m, to move out an ambient n from the
ambient which embeds n, and to dissolve an ambient n in the ambient which embeds n. The main
difference of these rule is in the open rule which after dissolution of ambient n, the ambient which
embeds n is enriched with the visibility set of n. The last two rules allows to add and remove a
visibility name to a given ambient.
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In order to define three more rules we have to define first sequences of rules which are a sequence
of rules names with all the parameters except the ambient expression. We gave an example above
with the rules in and open . Sequences of rules can be applied to ambient expressions and they are
applied from right to left in a compositional way. Additional to the sequantial operator, we can
also have a parallel operator on sequences of rules rs1 | ... | rsn. It allows to have several sequences
applying in parallel. If some rules of the sequence can not be applied the result of the application
is the initial ambient expression. If two different sequentializations of the parallel operator yield to
different results, then the result of the application is also the initial ambient expression. In section
6, we have an example of different sequentializations of a parallel operator, and how to build the
tree of all possible sequentializations of the given example. If rule sequences ranges over RS, then
the remaining rules are the following:
(6)RS P → Q ⇒ n[V ; P ] → n[V ; Q]
(7) RS P → Q ⇒ P | R → Q | R
(8) P 0 ≡ P, RS P → Q, Q ≡ Q0 ⇒ P 0 → Q0

3

Typed labeled graph transformation systems

Ambient calculus expressions are going to be encoded in terms of typed labeled graphs, which are
similar to the typed attributed graphs presented in [18], with the main difference that we do not
have a Σ-algebra with a set of operations to define the data attributes, but a sorted set to define
different sets of labels. In addition, in our graphs only nodes can have labels, i.e. we do not have
labels on the edges. In particular, the intuition is that an attributed graph (in our case a labeled
graph) is just a standard graph, where attributes (labels) are a special kind of nodes and where
we also have a special kind of edges to bind a label to a (regular) node.
Definition 1. A labeled graph AG = (V1 , V2 , E1 , E2 , (sourcei , targeti )i=1,2 ) consists of
–
–
–
–
–

the set V1 called graph nodes.
the sorted set V2 called label nodes.
the sets E1 ,E2 called graph edges and node label edges, respectively.
source functions source1 : E1 → V1 , source2 : E2 → V1 .
and target functions target1 : E1 → V1 , target2 : E2 → V2 .

Remark: We denote by AGV 1 , AGV 2 , AGE1 , AGE2 , AGsource1 , AGsource2 , AGtarget1 , AGtarget2 ,
the different components of the labeled graph AG.
Now we present labeled graph morphisms. Since in our case labeled graph morphism must
preserve the values of the labels, the function fV 2 presented in [18] is the identity.
Definition 2. A labeled graph morphism f : AG1 → AG2 is a tuple (fV 1 , fV 2 , fE1 , fE2 ), with
fV 1 : AG1V 1 → AG2V 1 , fV 2 : AG1V 2 → AG2V 2 , fE1 : AG1E1 → AG2E1 and fE2 : AG1E2 →
AG2E2 , such that f commutes with the source1 , source2 , target1 and target2 functions, and such
that fV 2 is the identity.
As usual, typed graphs are defined as (standard) morphisms from a given graph into a type
graph.
Definition 3. A typed labeled graph (AG,t) over a type graph ATG consist of a labeled graph (AG)
together with a standard graph morphism (t : AG → AT G).
A typed labeled graph morphism f : (AG1 , t1 ) → (AG2 , t2 ) is a labeled graph morphism f :
AG1 → AG2 such that t2 ◦ f = t1 .
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Typed labeled graphs together with typed labeled graph morphisms form the category of typed
labeled graphs.
Our transformation rules are slightly more general than the standard rules for the double
pushout approach. In particular, for technical reasons related with our encoding, the morphism
r : K → R going from the context to the right-hand side of a rule does not need to be a monomorphism. Additionally we will add label parameters.
Definition 4. A production with labels p consists of a set of labels SL, a typed labeled graph L
with all the labels in SL, two more typed label graphs K and R together with a monomorphism
l : K → L and an arbitrary morphism r : K → R. The production p is represented as p ll1 . . . lln :
L ← K → R where lli are the labels in SL.
A transformation system of typed labeled graphs GT S = (AT G, AG, P ) consists of a labeled
type graph ATG, a typed labeled graph AG, and a set of productions with labels.
To perform a direct transformation G ⇒ H via a left-linear production p ll1 . . . lln :: L ←
K → R with a set of instantiation labels il1 . . . iln first we have to obtain the production with no
labels p0 : L0 ← K 0 → R0 by substituting every lli by its associated ili . We also have to define the
obvious induced morphisms l0 and r0 by l and r and the substitution. Then with a match m, the
direct transformation is defined by the double pushout diagram of figure 1.
Given a transformation system GT S = (AT G, AG0 , P ) typed labeled graph derivation is a
sequence AG0 ⇒ . . . ⇒ AGn of direct transformations, written AG0 ⇒∗,GT S AGn .
As an example of parameterised rule application, we consider the first of five parameterised
rule which define the transformation system of ambient graphs. This first rule in n m has two
parameters which are ambient names. In the first example of a transformation system defined in
Section 6 this rule is applied with instantiation names an1 and an8. This application is correct
because the target graph G has these ambient names. In order to compute the double pushout
we first have to transform the parameterised rule in n m into a non-parameterised rule replacing
every appearance of n and m in L, K and R by an1 and an8 respectively, obtaining L0 , K 0 and R0
and its associated new morphisms l0 and r0 . In the following, we will omit the intermediate graph
K in the rules. Now with this non-parameterised rule we can compute the double pushout with
no problems.
Graph transformation units encapsulate a set of rules with a control unit. Graph transformation
units have a transactional semantics in the sense that in order to produce a transformation all the
rules of the transformation unit taking part in the transformation must be applied successfully. If
some rule cannot be applied successfully no transformation is performed. The control unit specifies
the order with which the rules must be applied. In our case the language of the control unit consists
of a compositional sequential operator of the form np1; . . . ; npn where each name production has
its set of instantiation names. It has also a parallel operator of sequences of rules rsi of the form
rs1 | ... | rsn. For this parallel operator, if all possible sequentializations of the parallel operator
yield the same result the application is correct. If not, the application returns the initial graph.
In section 5, we give an example of some sequentializations of an use of the parallel operator.
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Fig. 1. Double pushout diagram
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A graph semantics of our variant of the ambient calculus

In this section we present our encoding of our variant of the ambient calculus in terms of typed
label graphs. First we describe the type graph.
In addition to the nodes and edges to represent labels, we have three types of graph nodes:
nodes to denote ambients with a name label, nodes to denote interfaces between ambient nodes
and nodes to denote ambient visibility with name labels. Concerning the edges we also have two
types: edges to define the hierarchy of ambients and edges to associate visibility nodes to ambient
nodes.
Intuitively, our encoding includes a node (and the corresponding attribute) for each ambient
in the expression. Moreover, if an ambient a1 is inside the ambient a2 then we have an edge from
the node associated to a1 to an interface node and another edge from that interface node to the
node associated to a2 (we need these interface nodes for technical reasons). That is, the graph
associated to an expression can be considered to embed the topology of the ambients involved
in the expression. In addition, we have a visibility node associated to a given ambient and this
visibility node can have a set of visible ambients as attributes.
Thus, ambient nodes will be represented in the graphs as ani where i is an index, interfaces
between ambient nodes as ini , visibility nodes as vni . All type of edges will be represented in the
same way as directed arrows.
An ambient graph has as labels N ames where a name denotes the name of an ambient. We
have additionally a distinguished name pub to denote that the business repositories of an ambient
is public to all ambients embedded in the same ambient and at the same hierarchy level.
An ambient graph AG satisfies the following properties:
– for any pair nodes ani and ini there exists at most one edge between them.
– there are no cycles between nodes ani and ini .
– we have one visibility node vni associated to each ambient node with a set of ambient names
as attributes. In particular, these names must be normal names or the distinguished name pub.
– Every ambient node has one and only one ambient name and every ambient name can be
targeted by different edges but it can appear just once in the graph.
As a first example, we give the representation of the following ambient expression:
n[{m}; 0] | m[{n}; 0] | w[{pub}; 0]]
The associated ambient graph is in Figure 12.

in0

an1

in1
vn2

n

m

an2

in2
vn3

w

an3

in3
vn4

pub

Fig. 2. A second example of the encoding of an ambient graph

In this ambient graph we have three ambients with name n, m and w. Ambients n and m can
access each other and w is public.
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In a similar and simpler way as in [14] we can define a semantic function JK which given a
correct ambient expression returns a typed label ambient graph. In this variant of the calculus is
very simple. The only important case which is different from [14] is the case n[V ; P ] which requires
to differentiate two cases like in the original ambient calculus. If the name n has already appear
in the encoding process in a visibility sequence we add an interface node in with an edge to the
existing label n in the encoded graph so far. If the name n has not appeared yet we add a new
interface node in with an edge to the new label n. The same happens with all the labels of V. So
additionally we have from the interface node in an edge to a visibility node with all the labels in
V and an edge to an interface node ins which has the encoding of P . The formal definition is the
following:
Definition 5. The semantic function J K which given a correct ambient expression, returns a typed
label ambient graph and requires an auxiliary function. This new semantic function, given a graph
G and a set of attribute nodes (names) Γ as parameters, returns a new graph, a set of names and
a distinguished interface ambient node. It is inductively defined as follows:
– JP K = JP K(∅,∅)
– J0KG,Γ = (G0 , Γ, iv) where G0 is G with an additional fresh interface graph node iv.
– Jn[V ; P ]KG,Γ = (G0 , Γ 0 ∪{n}∪V, iv 0 ) where (H, Γ 0 , iv) = JP KG,Γ . The construction of G0 has to
add all the names of {n} ∪ V which are not in H and pend from iv 0 a fresh ambient node with
name n, from which pends the interface node iv which has the encoding of P . Additionally,
from iv 0 pends a fresh visibility node vn with all the visibility names of V .
– JP |QKG,Γ = (G20 , Γ 2, iv2) where (G1, Γ 1, iv1) = JP KG,Γ and (G2, Γ 2, iv2) = JQKG1,Γ and the
construction of G20 is just G2 where the distinguished nodes iv1 and iv2 are identified as iv2.
It is easy to prove that our encoding is fully abstract with respect to the congruence relation.
Proposition 1. If P ≡ Q then JP K is isomorphic to JQK
Actually, we can additionally prove that the encoding is adequate.
Theorem 1. The semantic function that maps each congruence class of ambient expressions into
its representation is injective and surjective. This representation is unique up to isomorphism.
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The transformation system

The transformation system consists of five transformation rules on our variant of ambients: a rule
to move one ambient inside another ambient, a rule to move out an ambient from another ambient,
a rule to open an ambient, and two rules to add and delete visible ambient names associated to
an ambient. Because of simplicity, these rules are presented without the intermediate graph K of
the double pushout approach.
The rule to move in one ambient n inside another ambient m is referred as in n m and it is
defined in Figure 3.
The rule to move out ambient n from the ambient which embeds n is referred as out n and it
is defined in Figure 4. The rule in is the inverse of rule out and viceversa.
The rule to open an ambient n is referred as open n and it is defined in Figure 5. This rule
is not easy to interpret and we give an explanation. The interface node in2 is identified with in1
and therefore it is added to in1 all what it was pending in in2. On the other hand vn2 is identified
also with vn1, and therefore all its visibility labels of vn2 are moved to vn1.
Finally, the rule to add the visibility name m to the visibility set of ambient n is referred as
addv m n and it is defined in Figure 6, the rule to remove the visibility name m from the visibility
set of ambient n is referred as rmv m n and it is defined in Figure 7.
Now we present the concept of transformation system for our variant of the ambient calculus:
Definition 6. A transformation system for an ambient graph consists of:
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Fig. 3. Rule in n m .
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Fig. 4. Rule out n.
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Fig. 5. The transformation rule open n
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Fig. 6. Rule addv m n .
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Fig. 7. Rule rmv m n.
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– an initial ambient graph
– the five parameterised rules with names in, out, open, rmv, addv
– a graph transformation unit.
In next section, we give two examples of transformation systems with the same initial ambient
graph and two different graph transformation units: the first one just sequential and then another
one with the parallel operator.
Sequences of rules and parallel sequence of rules which apply to an ambient expression have
the same syntax as graph transformation units. From now on, graph transformation units will
range over GT U .
It is not difficult to prove soundness and completeness of the reduction process via the encoding
function of ambient expressions:
Theorem 2. Given two ambient expressions P and Q, and the sequence of rules RS and the
equivalent graph transformation unit GT U , RS P → Q if and only if GT U JP K ⇒ JQK

6

Two examples of transformation systems

In this example we present a transition system for an ambient graph with visibility restrictions,
and one can think that each ambient inhabit a set of services. Services can have free access to the
whole internet or can be accessed by a set of sites. The initial ambient graph is in two Figures and
it is built identifying the top interface node in0. The two Figures are 8 and 9.

in0
in0
an5

an1

an8

in5

an9

in8

in9

vn8

vn9

in1

vn1

an2

pub

in2

in3
vn3

vn2

an3

an3

an4

in4

an1

vn5

an6

an7

an8

in6

in7

vn6

vn4
an6

an4

an4

an5

pub

vn7

an7

an3

Fig. 8. An ambient graph.

Fig. 9. An extension of the ambient graph
on the left.

Because of reasons of figure space, in the following we have not included ambient name attributes to the ambient nodes. We assume that they are implicit and they all have the same name
of the ambient node ani . Additionally we repeat visibility names in the ambient graph for readability but in the formal definition it is required that they have to appear just once in the whole
ambient graph.
In this ambient graph in two figures we have the top level ambients an1, an5, an8 and an9.
In the following we just explain ambient an1 which is in Figure 8. This top level ambient an1 is
visible to all ambients of the ambient graph because its visibility node has the label pub. an1 has
additionally three subambients an2, an3 and an4. There are no more subambients of an1, and
each of these three ambients have the ambients which can access itself. For example, an3 and an4
can access an2.
So we have the initial ambient expression presented in two figures with top level ambients
an1, an5, an8 and an9 and the graph transformation unit is the following sequence of rule
applications:
in an4 an9; out an4; open an1; rmv pub an1; in an1 an8
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Now we explain how the transformation system works. After applying the first three rules of
the sequences open an1; rmv pub an1; in an1 an8, an8 acquires an1 removing its public access
and dissolving it. The resulting top level ambient an8 is in Figure 10. And the rest of the actual
top level ambients an5 and an9 are now in Figure 11.

in0
an8
in0
in8
an4
vn8

an2

an3

an9

an5
in4

an5

in2

in3

in9

in5
vn4

vn3

vn2

vn9

vn5

an6

an8

in6

in7

vn6

vn7

an7

an3
an4

an3

an4

an1

an7

an6

Fig. 10. The top level ambient an8 after
removing a public visibility and dissolving
an1

pub

Fig. 11. The rest of the ambients after applying an in rule

Finally, with the last two rules an9 acquires a partition of the dissolved a1 which is a4. The
final ambient graph is in Figures 12 (top level ambients an5 and an9) and in Figure 13 (top level
ambient an8).

in0
in0
an8

in9

in5

vn5

an1

an8

vn9
an6

vn8
an4

an2

an5

in2

an7
pub

in6

in7

vn6

vn7

an6

in8

an9

an5

an7

in4

vn4

vn2

an3

an3

in3

vn3

an4

an4

an3

Fig. 12. Final ambient graph with just the
top level ambients an5 and an9

Fig. 13. Final ambient graph with just top
level ambient an8

As a second example of transformation system, we consider the same initial graph of Figures
8 and 9. The graph transformation unit is three sequences in parallel and it is the following:
in an3 an2 ; out an4 | inan8 an9 | open an5 ; in an6 an7
These parallel sequences of rules can be transformed in many possible sequences which have all the
rules of the unit. The application is correct because all permutations give the same result because
of lack of interferences. One possible way to find out all the possible sequential permutations is
develop a tree of depth the total number of rules of the transformation unit (in our case 5), and
each level of the tree has as nodes the rules that can be applied at each step. In our case, the first
level has three possibilities: in an6 an7, in an8 an9 and out an4. At the second level in an6 an7
and out an4 have again three choices but in an8 an9 has only two choices. Following this way
with the development of the permutational tree we obtain 31 possible permutations. Five possible
permutations are the following:
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in an3 an2 ; out an4 ; in an8 an9 ; open an5 ; in an6 an7
in an3 an2 ; in an8 an9 ; open an5 ; in an6 an7; out an4
in an8 an9 ; in an3 an2 ; open an5 ; in an6 an7; out an4
in an3 an2 ; open an5 ; in an8 an9 ; in an6 an7; out an4
in an3 an2 ; open an5 ; in an6 an7; out an4 ; in an8 an9

7

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have presented a fully abstract and adequate graph semantics of a variant of the
ambient calculus more adequate than the original one for an application to our model of SOC.
Basically, we have removed the capability of the ambient calculus, and we have added sequential
application of parameterised rules with the possibility to parallelise sequences of rules. We have
also added and a new visibility policy. We think that this would allow us to integrate our current
work of SOC with the graph semantics of the variant of the ambient calculus developed in this
paper. More precisely, we would develop a transformation system for an ambient topology with
business configurations and service repositories. Then the transformations of the ambient topology
would be one more of the possible transformation steps of the transformation steps. The other
two possibilities were included in our previous work and they are also necessary in the integrated
approach and they are the following:
– An application of a state transformation rule of an ambient to the current business activity of
the same ambient. The result updates the business activity of the ambient.
– After a process of selection of a visible service by an ambient request, the binding of the chosen
service to the current business configuration of the same ambient.
The work reported in our two papers ([2] and [3]) develops such an operational semantics using
graph transformation systems, a formalism for which several tools have been developed. For this
purpose, we define a graph transformation formalism that allows us to encode provides and requires
interface specifications in temporal logic as well as service-level agreements (SLA). This formalism
is based on symbolic graphs [6], the most expressive graph formalism for specifying attribute values,
which we extend with a temporal logic to obtain what we call temporal symbolic graphs. Using this
new formalism, we define a transformation system for business configurations. Our representation
allows service modules to be connected with requires and provides specifications using the temporal
logic LTL [5] and to express service-level constraints using the propositional fragment of that logic.
Therefore, we would have to integrate this previous work with the work presented in this paper. To
achieve this, further research on temporal symbolic graph will have to be done. We also leave open
the problem of extending our variant to make it Turing complete. The important design decision
in the calculus is removing capability lists from ambient expressions. Visibility sets will probably
not be needed to achieve Turing completeness, but they are certainly needed for the expressivity
of our design framework. In [20] one can find a proof of Turing completeness of a subfragment of
the original ambient calculus without the restriction operator.
The most important goal of this work is starting with research and development of a real
application on service oriented computing. Our work so far was independent of the middleware,
to which the processes of service discovery, ranking and selection of services was delegated. From
now on, I plan to do research and development to these delegated processes to the middleware,
and work for example in recommender systems for services in the internet.
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